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WALLYE LAUNCHES WPS1: A PLAYTIME SNEAKER WITH                                
CLASSIC DESIGN AND MODERN APPEAL 

NEW YORK, NY — WALLYE, an upstart label, today announced the availability of 
preorders for WPS1: modern footwear that’s inspired by the iconic tennis shoes of the 

1960s. Meant to work great with casual jeans and tailored trousers alike, WPS1 expertly 
balances the needs of form and function, providing owners with a shoe that’s both 

enjoyable to use, and easy to own. 

WPS1 is crafted from authentic leather, with a choice of smooth off-white cowhide 

with white lining, or matte black suede leather with copper lining. No matter the color, each 
pair comes replete with clean and concise stitching and a traditional lace-up design, 

yielding a shoe that’s familiar yet surprisingly impressionable. 

While the design of WPS1 is classic, the construction and materials used in the 

shoes are decidedly modern: every WPS1 is treated with a hydrophobic coating that keeps 
the shoe clean and dry. Chunky rubber soles with high-grip treads ensure a steady stride 

and ample cushioning. Meanwhile, reinforced metal eyelets help preserve the condition of 
the shoe after continuous and repeated use. The end result is a pair of sneakers that 
introduce style, substance, and practicality into the discerning modern man’s wardrobe. 

Starting on October 19th, WPS1 will be available for preorder in limited quantities for 

just $149. WPS1 is WALLYE’s debut menswear product, and is available for preorder to the 
international market. 

For more information, visit wallye.com/products/wps1-sneakers 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WPS1 HIGHLIGHTS: 

• A NOD TO THE PAST: WPS1 playtime sneakers are modern footwear inspired by the 
classic tennis shoes of the 1960’s. 

• BACK TO THE FUTURE: Each pair of WPS1 sneakers compliments a traditional design 
with an advanced hydrophobic coating that keeps each pair clean and dry, in urban and 

casual settings alike. 

• BEAUTIFUL YET PRACTICAL: Chunky rubber soles with high-grip treads ensure a 
steady stride and ample cushioning. Meanwhile, reinforced eyelets and a traditional 
lace-up design preserve the condition of the shoe even after repeated use. 

• BLACK AND WHITE: Each pair of WPS1 sneakers is crafted from smooth off-white 

cowhide with white lining, or matte black suede leather with copper lining. 

• MATERIAL DESIGN: Clean and concise stitching compliments the leather linings and 

lace-up design, yielding a shoe that’s familiar yet impressionable. 

• COMFORTABLE FIT: Chunky rubber soles and grippy treads ensure a steady stride and 
ample cushioning. WPS1 looks great with casual jeans as well as dressier tailored 
trousers. 

Full-resolution images of WPS1 can be viewed at wallye.com/products/wps1-sneakers  

Our press kit is available at wallye.com/pages/presskit 

About Wallye: Founded in 2017, WALLYE is a startup label created in order to bring thoughtful 
garments and accessories to discerning urbanites. With an eye towards marrying classic 
aesthetics, superior quality, and modern manufacturing and materials, WALLYE is meant to be a 
designer brand for those who look for the right balance of form and function. 
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